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LET'S .GO · MUSKIES···BEAT THE BEARCATS!
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''Art Work'' Pro·vides Drive
Sodality Sponsors Post-Game
To Erase Last Year's
Loss Clyde Trask. Plays
.
by Ed Adams, News Sports Editor

The X·Capades will be re·
membered as one of the social
highlights of this year. Anyone
who remembers last year's dance
will undoubtedly agree that it
was one of the best dances held
last year.

For X-Capades A.t

Every time the Musketeers emerge from their locker··
room, dressed for practice session or game, they're confronted
Castle Farm
by a ragged "23-14" emblazoned on the cement before the
by Mike Markiewicz
Fieldhouse door. Every time they hustle to class up. the steps
of O'Brien Terrace, they see a "23-14" etched blasphemously
Tomorrow night, after the foot·
at the feet of the statue of St. Francis Xavier.
ball teams of Xavi~r and UC have

For one solid year _the Musketeers have had last fall's 23-14
loss. to the University pf Cincinnati burned in their memories.

·-----------39-19 smash of the Redskins, has
served to inject into the Blue,
the quality of confidence that

The following is a .draft of the school spirit pledge to be taken
between the University of Cincinnati and Xavier University:
. "The Student Councils of Un'iversity of Cincinnati and Xavier
University, in joint sesson, hereby pledge that we wll promote and
encourage sportsmanship and strive to preserve our rivalry in the
spirit of fairplay. We do not condone destructive manifestations as
a show of school spirit and we will strive to eliminate all such
unsportsmanlike conduct. We are priviledged to spend our might
for our universities and believe that true respect for them can only
be spor.tsmanlike respect."
1

The three-foot numerals haven't . can breed only success. Hampermitted Xavier to forget. To- pered· through the first three
morrow afternoon at 2: 00 p.m. encounters by a sputtering ·ofin · spacious Nippert Stadium fense, the Muskies were but half
Mick Connqlly's eleven will have a club, a rock-hard defense and
its first opportunity to erase little more. On the turf of Miami

Dance

At the direction of Prefect
Frank Peterlin and the Sociality
Council, Jim Jergins and the
Publicity Committee have been
doing quite a respectable Job or
handling the organization of the
evening's entertainment.

waged their traditional football
war on the turf of Nippert Stadium, the Sodality will hold its
annual dance, The X-Capades, at
Castle Farm from nine 'til one.
Clyde Trask and his orchestra
will provide the musie for dancing. Tickets for the affair will be
on sale in South Hall and at the
door the night of the dance. Students may also purchase tickets
from any member of the Sodality.
The · price of all tickets will be
$3.00 per couple.

Clyde Trask

Clyde Trask and hJs orchestra
have appeared before at Xavier
dances, and have been beard In
successful engagements Jn and
around the city. The only remai11ing factor needed to make
this dance a hugh success will
be your presence at Castle Farm
tomorrow night.
·

Homecoming Highlights Next
Float Parade, Ball Featured. With Detroit Ganie;
Queen Of Festivities To Be Announced Tonight
by Wayne Fehr

Fieldhouse, while Bob Schaffstein and his band play in the
Armory. A big turnout is exHOMECOMING EXTRA

The high spot of the fall social calendar is coming up
next weekend. This year's Homecoming is expected to be one
of the best ever held at Xavier. Saturday, Oct. 18, is the date
to remember. In the afternoon the Musketeers will meet the
University of Detroit in Xavier Stadium. Before the game,

Jocko Serleka
· from its mind if not from its
cement the haunting "23-14."
It has taken the Musketeers
these four weeks tO Jell into the
solld-t7pe ballclub that Xavle~·
followers knew they bad. Durln1
the stretch they topped St. Joe's

Jackie Lee
Stadium, though, the slumbering
offense awoke to merge with
the defense and provide muchneeded solidarity.
The "p4lling together" ·that
the •Muskies effected at Oxford
came at an opportune time.
Tomorrow's opponent is the UC
Bearcats, a club called by Con-

' the traditional float parade will
circle the field, displaying _the Father-Son program in the Armingenuity and imagination of the ory. Coach Jim McOafferty and
campus float-·builders. Scheduled last year's basketball team will
for Saturday evenjng is the big be ·guests, and movies will be
Homecoming dance, to be held shown of last spring's NIT final
in the Fieldhouse and Armory. game against Dayton. Local dads
The Homecoming Queen, who are invited to attend, as well as
was elected by a vote of the stu- the fathers of out-of-town student body this past week, will be dents who are in Cincinnati for
presented this evening at the the Homecoming game on SaturArmory Dance, along with her day.
The float-building party will
attendants. The Queen will preside over all the Homecoming also be held on Friday evening. ·
festivities on Saturday, October The fifteen campus organizations
18, and will be officially crowned whose designs have been acat half-time of the football game. cepted by the float committee
Homecoming weekend will be- will be hard at work building
gin '1i day early this year, with what they hope are prize-winan extra feature. A Jazz Concert ning floats. A panel of judges at
in the Fieldhouse on Thursday the pre-game parade on Saturday
evening, Oct. 16, will feature the will award prizes of $50 and $25
Four Freshmen. Tickets for this to the two best productions.
The Homecoming weekend will
event are on sale in South Hall
and the istudent Activities Office. wind up Saturday evening with
the big dance. Charlie .Kehrer
Student .price: $1.50.
On Friday evening, October 17, and a twelve-piece orchestra will
the Dads Club will sponsor a furnish continuous music in the

THE FOUR FRESHMEN

pccted for the Homecomini:
dance, which is generally one of
the best dances held at Xavier
all year. Tickets are now on sale
in South Ha'll at $4 a couple.

Dads Plan Annual Father-Son Night
Coach McCafferty To
Speak ~n N.I.T. Trip

Terry Meyer
Walt Gordon
8·0, lost Impotently to Kent State
8.iO and Quantico 31·20, and
flnall1 last week emeried from
their doldrums to .drub Miami
11·1.
/
The Oxford conquest, vastly
limilar in feeling to last autumn's

nolly, "the toughest on our
schedule outside of Kentucky."
The 'Cats, three games through
a suicide schedule that includes
Houston (39-7 conquerers ~f
Texas A&M), Tulsa (victors two
weeks back over Arkansas) and
College of the ·Pacific (.who
1(Continued on Pase 5)

by Tom Cahill,
News Associate Editor
. The third meeting of the Xavier
Dads Club will be on Friday
night, Oct. 17, at 8:00 In the South
Ball Auditorium. This meeting Is
the annual )father-Son Night held
each fall for the past fourteen
years. It is a ffttln1 prelude to
the Homecoming festivities since
It brings together the past, present, and future leaden of Xavier.
Mr. Thomas Coyne, city treasur.er,
is chairman of the event.
The purpose of these annual
gatherings is to acquaint both the
Xavier dad and his son with the
organization and its operation.
It is also an opportunity to
mingle with men who have much
·in common with one another. The

Dads Club is responsible for
many of the most successful and
varied programs both cultm·al
and educational on the Xavier

Fr. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J•.
social calendar.
Fr. Edward O'Brien announced
that the hl1bll1bt of the evening
wW be the speaken • • • Coaeb

Jim Mccafferty and the 1958
National Invitational Tournament
Champs. They .will share their
anecdotes of life in New York
City and tournament pfay In
Madison Square Garden with the
assembled group. Following their
appearance, a movie of NIT vie·
tories and memories will be
shown.
'
In addition to the program on
the previous night, the Dads Club
will have a full schedule of ac~iv
ities on Satu1·day. After the
Xavier-Detroit game they will,
under the direction of James
Madigan, Sr., give a cocktail
party for the parents of Detroit
students. Saturday evening the.
Dads will collect tickets and hold
down the refreshment booth at
the students' dance. That in itself
is a full day's work. .

~GE
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XU News Editorial
An Easy Choice
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"The opportunity for leadership is great and the need,
as evidenced by current events, is indeed a challenge. Will
by R. Devereaux Vanek
the future leaders of America accept and follow just and·
uncompromising moral solutions to these basic human probToday the name of Quemoy is
lems? This is the question."
These words were part of an article entitled The Decision found on nearly every page of
Is Yours, written for last year's Athenaeum by Russ Goings, . the daily papers. This small island
has become internationally imXavier football guard, gentleman, and scholar.
portant. It is a testing ground
We feel quite certain that these words may also be applied for
foreign policy. Before the
to a more proximate and different situation. The title is recent events that ·have taken
especially appropriate for tomorrow's game. This week the place here,(Quemoy was unheard
decision will be ours. This week we will be on display before
as far as the general public was
the entire city of Cincinnati. With us will be our honor and of
concerned. It's time to take a
the good name of Xavier University. All of our actions before look into ·ome of the significant
the game, during the game, and after the game will be looked
upon as those of Xavier University. The "opportunity for history of this island.
When Marco Polo visited China,
leadership" will be handed to us tomorrow.
.
The football team will be fighting to win for the name of his brother Johnny visited QueXavier. We could easily tarnish a victory bv jmproper conduct. moy. They started the journey
On the other hand, win, lose or draw, we "can show every.one together,. but the pilot of 1\'Iarco's
that the name Xavier stands for that of an outstanding gen- boat wen.t way off course. He
tleman and a good sport. We can justify the confidence that drank too much sea water and
the leaders of our present student government have placed he went blind. Johnny, or, as the
in us. We can reward the hard work of those men "of years crew referred to him, "Big
now gone," who worked for a symbol such as the trophy. We Daddy," got panicky when they
can show them that they weren't dreaming. We can show were separated. He went due
them that the Men of Xavier are truly "Loyal Sons" whose South instead of due North. This
spirit is "All For One, One For All." We know that the Decision is an honest mistake as any old
Is Ours. Which road will WE take? This too is our question.

R.G.Q.

Shotv Your Spirit
Now that the Muskies have upset a favoi:ed Miami eleven,
the student body has reason to show a little more spirit. 'l'he
game with the Bearcats is going to be a very tough test of
the Muski~ consistency. The effort put out by the students
Vanek's Sea Dog
the followmg week to make Homecoming a success is going
to be a test of Xavier loyalty.
seadog will tell you. To make
In the past the Homecoming floats have been something things worse, he also went blind.
of which to boast. And the night the floats are decorated has This was caused by rum and not
readily become a big social event. We refrain from preaching sea water though. Luckily the
about the conduct of the Xavier men at the Homecoming first mate took over and they
preparations because that has already been done. If that didn't spotted land just as the rum
make an impression, another editorial on that subject would was running out. Luck was with
be a waste of time both for the reader and the editors.
them once more and they were
The point in question now is whether a lack of interest able to land on a White Sand
in the team because of a poor start will affect the effort beach which they named Wacky
e!'pended t'? make Homecoming an event worthy of its tradi- Wacky. They were greeted by
tion. For this one weekend perhaps we could quit playing the friendly natives who were short,
role of the grandstand quarterback, criticizing the coaches bandy legged, and highly civiland analyzing a player's weak points, and go ahead with ized. They named them Gauchows. The biggest difficulty in
Homecoming as we have in the past.
.
It doesn't hav~ to ?ea pseudo "give it the old college try" their relationships was the lanif t~e team Aoesn t wm the UC game. Just the interest in a guage barrier. For three years
Xavier tradition that has been exemplified in the past will they lived peacefully, just pointing to things and · smiling. The
make Homecoming an ·event of which to be proud.
The work on the .floats can be a back-breaking job, but trouble all started when one of
the smarter Gauchows figured
ev~ryo?e has a. g.ood time, as we all feel a certain amount of
pride m the fmished product whether we admit it or not out what Gauchow meant. Big
If the young ladies from Cincy's colleges and high schools ca~ Daddy lost over half his crew
~how enougl? spirit t'? contribute their time to the float buiM- in the ensuing battle and was
IDg ceremomes, certaIDly the men of Xavier can be courteous lucky to get off the island alive.
He and the ,two remaining memenough to act as host and show a little of the same spirit.
bers of his crew built a raft out
J.D.D. of palm frees and caught the
follow it in several weeks.
current that took them right
At the Topper where !their down the Thames River. When
advertisements say its "Fun!!!" they arrived home, they recorded
to dance, Will Hauser, sometime for all posterity their adventure.
shoe-salesman, brings his troops The work was done by Phil
for a Saturday night foray.
Quemoy and now we see how
Quemoy got its name.
The cinema offerin·gs are getting better than this summer's
Some. of the other colorful bisby E. s; Edelmann
wealth of westerns. Kay Kendall tory of the island should be menThe 'bulletin :boards seem to and Rex Harrison star in the tioned. Quenioy was the sight of
have done my job for me this "Reluctant Debutante" at the · the first drag races on the Eastern
weekend. Every moment this Albee stavting Thursday. "Okla- Hemisphere. The first patent for
weekend is captured in one ad- homa" and Carousel" have been Chinese checkers was taken otit
ver,tisement or other. So I must resurrected by the Grand people. here. The first international
range far afield in distance, in "Damn Yankees" at the Palace faculty meeting that was ever
also commands your attention. held .was held here. Present were
time. Halloween seemingly far away Uptown at the Guild at an aver- such renowned figures as Emil
will be here soon enough. U.C. age cost of nine cents per com- Kutraba, Sir Isaac Newsweek
with an eye towards the esoteric mandment, you can see Moses and Sir Francis Bacon and Eggs'.
(if nothing else) is presenting get them-with lightning bolts John P. Sousa couldn't make it.
He was sick.
"Writing For Godot." The Sam- no less.
uel Beckett play is being presented by the .carousel Theatre
group for performance on Oct.
30, 31, and Nov. 1. The Annie Publtar,e1 weetklyHdurtn1 the aehool year except during vacation periods by Xavier
n ven1 y, am 11ton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. ,1.150 per ye
Laws auditorium is the sceneEntered as second class matter October 4, 1948 at the Post OUlce a.8r.
EDITOR·IN·
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879,
admission rby invitation. For MANAGING
cn;::F ........................................................................................... Robert G, Queenan, 'G!I
invitation write Carousel Theatre,
E ITOR ........................................................................................... Denny Doherty 'Ill
EDITORS ............................Tom Cahill, '110, Bob Otto •oo Frank w.1 G ' ••n
Box 62, University of Cincinnati. ASSOCIATE
Jerry 1'1artln, '61
•
•
" c ee, w
Friday night, Oct. 24, Mary ~~~~~":E.!r,':f-l::s""'""'""""'""'"'""""'""""'";'';'"'""""""""""""""'"""""""''"Wayne Fehr, '11!1
.................... Ken Klueb, G.I, Mike Markiewicz 'Ill Jim Keller •111
Martin brings her orchestra,
Dill Miller, '110, Jack LeMoult, 'Gt, Tom Duffy, 'fl:? Ed s'tub;nrock •fn T"
'
Doreon, '6~
'
• ... , ony
troupe, and self to Music Ball COLUMNISTS ....................E. S, Edelmann, 'llO, Stafford 1'1ooney
'G!I John Loe 8 d
ono
R. DeVereaux Vanek, '110, Pat Wiechman
'
'
on, u
tor a program of "Music with
~~~rs~s
:DITOR
..........................................................................
:
.....................................
Ed
Adams,
'IJO
Ma17 Martin." Oh, lest we forget,
ORTSA '! SPORTS EDITOR .............................................................................. llap O'Danlel 'Ill
'• RITERS .................... Jaek Gardner, '110, Joe Petrocelli, '60 Ron Koch ' •111
the Cinerama feature, "Search SP
Tom Kall, '61, Larry Dorne, '110
'
'
•
for ParadiS'e" is in its death gws~~LATION
MANAGER ...........:.......................................................................... Jerry Martin, 'Ill
ESS MANAGER ................................................................................................ Ed Sebroeder, '119
agony at the Capitol. Quite anti- F AcULTY
~ODl!:&AT0& ......................................................., ........................1'1r, Tbomaa G. Wack
climatically, Cinemiracle is to

WHAT'S

COOKING
IN CINCY1

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS

LET'S
ARGUE
by .Jim Wiggs ·
11111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIII

AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL
CONCERNED:
I wish to thank each member
of the News and many countless
other members of the student
body and faculty for their gen- ·
erous aid and well wishes which
they extended to me during my
recent illness. May I say that
wit.bout this help my recovery
would have been much slower.
Yours Truly,
Robert G. Queenan
Editor-in-Chief
Xavier University News

Just as one of the best and
most critical ways to study is to
argue with the premises and
statements of the book, to ques·
tion and approve and reason
upon, one of the best tests of
education is the degree of ability
to defend one's position. Any oaf
can s,tate his position, particularly if he has had it drummed
into his memory at grade-point by John Logsdon
(similar to gun-point, ,but far
more effectual as an educational
encouragement), but it takes a
The first item of business this
certain amount of comprehension week is the Four Freshmen concert in the Fieldhouse next Tbul'sday evening. In the past two
issues I have written articles detailing the group's credentials; I
hope by now you are convinced
that the Four Freshmen are the
· nation's top jazz vocal group. I
. saw the quartet perform at the
F1·ench Lick Jazz Festival this
summer; they were the hit of a
program which included top
names like Stan Kenton, Dave
Brubeck aml Dizzy Gillespie.
Besides their musical ability, the
fellows are great showmen-you
won't find two better hours of
entertainment than this concert
offers.
A secondary reason for supporting this_ concert and other
features of this year's expanded
social program is the prestige
Mr. James Wiggs
that they give to our campus life.
to reassimilate- one's position to In past years, the social scene
a structur ~ which rboth explains · around school has lagged behin.d
the high standards · set by our
and defends.
For instance, here's one that scholasti~ and athletic achievecomes up periodically, and is ments. This fall, Joe Shay and
never really satisfactorily ex- his social committee have done a
plained, most particularly since fine job in scheduling big bands
no two Catholics ever give the for the Armory dances; the Jazz
same answer, with any two Club deserves equal commendapicked at random usually man- tion for bringing jazz to campus.
aging to contradict one another Xavier is rapidly becoming "bigat best, or pass the :buck between time" socially; only student supthem at the worst. Always we port will keep it there.
get it in the dorsal cervical
There are several more things
region about the Church and the which I would like to see enter
State; if not that, then about the the Xavier social picture this
Inquisition. But the most inter- year. One, of course, is another
esting fact is that the answer · jazz concert next spring featu1·usually given to one - attack ing an artist of the caliber of
invalidates the answer 1given to Ellington or Basie. Another is a
the other. To shift it into a first name band at at least one schoolperson presentation, then:
wide dance each .year. The Stu"Now when you talk about the dent Union at UC is throwing a
Church and State,· I suppose it's dance in their fieldhouse .tonight;
fair to take some of the facts instead of hiring a local band,
from one of your own text books they are bringing in Les and
isn't it? 1F or example, the "His~ Larry Elgart. I'd like to hear
tory of Europe,'' by W. Eugene student opinion on a name-band
Shields, S.J., ought to be suit- for Mardi Gras next year; how
able. Let's take the Inquisition about it, men?
first; now except for maintain- PLATTER PICKS-Jonah Jones
ing that there are relatively is one of the few artists who bas
few documented executions had equal acceptance in the pop
known of, you tend to admit that and .jazz fields. In bis last two
Inquisition was not entirely a Capitol albums, "Swinging on
"g<?od thing,'' eh? Now we pass Broadway" and "Jonah Jumps,"
over a moment the fact that Jones exhibits a tasty, swinging
most of the records were kept trumpet style which has made
by monks and clerics, since 1229, him a favorite of teenagers aml
not a whole heck of a lot others the "hip" · set alike. Especially
knew how to read and write and good listening is the first of these
admit your premise that there albums; Included are twelve hits
are few documented instances of from Broadway shows of the past
executions. On page 148 of our few seasons. Highly recommendtext, we read that "Heresy ac- ed.
cording to church law merited
I went to the Taft to see Ella
denial of absolution. But to the Fitzgerald when she was in town
state it was a disorder of a ser- last week; the only thing I can
ious nature . . . Churchmen in- say about this woman's singing
vestigated the fact. The secular is that it should not be missed.
arm dealt out the penalty." In A succession of fine Verve albums
other words, the secular part of contain Ella at her best-anyone
the Church & State setup were· of these provides top-notch listhe nasty boys, while the men tening. Some of these albums are
in the Church were just medi- the Cole Porter, Jerome Kern,
eval D.A.'s? I see.
and new Irving Berlin songbooks,
"I guess we can conclude then and the "Ella Meets Ellington"
that what history criticizes the collection. Her latest is "Ella at
Church for was in reality the the Opera-House,'' also on Verve.
doings of the civil. authorities of This girl must be heard to be
(Continued on Page 10)
believed.

Music Stand
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New Se1·vice
Offered By
Ca.feteria
by Jack LeMoult
Sirloin Steak! Stuffed
peas with mushrooms,
and all the trimmings
order of the evening
dormstudents birthday
which occur monthly.

potatoes,
biscuits
are the
for the
dinners

We droppecl in on Mrs. W. L.
Lappin, school dietician, the other
day to get some information on
the parties. She told us she got
the idea last spring while trying
to figure out a way to have a
special dinner of steak for the
dorm students aml all those on
board. She saicl; "We can't cook
steak for five hundred students
so I clcciclcd to give these monthly
dinners as a special birthday
celebration."
Each month sixty five students
and one dorm prefect will receive an invitation to the dinner
which is given in the Student
Union Building, on the first floor.
The atmosphere is that of a
formal restaurant with soft candle light, flowers, and bright
table linen. Waiters will serve
the full course dinner which will
be followed by the cutting of a
huge birthday cake. The guests
are expected to dress accordingly
(jacket and tie) and upon arrival
they must submit the invitation
they received, which is their
ticket to the affair. We were
surprised to hear that many students did not sign up for the
honor, and even more surprised
to discover that some of those
invited did not show up.
Mrs. Lappin informed us that
each student will receive one
invitation, even if he signs up
for more than one month or does
not sign up at all. We said that
the idea looked very good to us.
Our hat's off to Mrs. Lappin.

PAGE THREE

MILITARY MUSINGS
by Bob Otto, News •.\ssociate Editor

About thirty freshmen pledges for Company G-1, National
Society of Pershing Rifles, got more than they bargained for
when they entered the initiation program three weeks ago.
Here's what happened:
M/Sgt. Earl Higgins, drill instructor for the Company, outlined a physical conditioning
course, a la Airborne, for both
the recruits and the upperclassmen. Sgt. Higgins and his assistant, SFC James Brammer, provided a ten-minute calisthenics
drill with the M-1 rifle at the

lutionary method of initiation
was referred to as "criminal," the
recruits never failed to report for
drill at 7:00 a.m., often with one
or more new applicants in tow.
The military moderators, Captain Duane Savelle and 1st Lieutenant Darryl McCartney, have

The club officers are: John E.
Maier, president; Edward P.
Schmidt, vice president; James
Zerkel, secretary; and John M.
Hugentober, treasurer. The club
moderator is Capt. Edward H.
Metzer, Jr., assisted by SFC
Joseph Kormanik.
1-.11_,11.-11_,,..,,,~11-11-11.-11. . .1.--11--.

"THE COED"
by Pat Wiechman
,_,,_,.._,,..,,,_,,_..~~1-1,-.11~

....

Sometimes college life can
become very complicated, can't
it? E'or quite a few of the freshmen it is the first time they
have been away from home for
any length of time. Most of the
upperclassmen, · on the other
hand, are quite independent.
This independence is where the
fun starts, though it isn't always
the kind you anticipate. In all
the fuss and furor of campus
life with its many activities too
many young men forget how
much an occasional letter means
to the .family back home. All too
often we forget to take pen in
hand unless the funds are running a little low and we decide
to hit good old Dad for a replenishment. Great! The family
will love you no end for such
tender affections. But you reason that you are a big boy now
and frequent letters are for little
children away at summer camp.
This is reason? Since you were
born your family has given you
everything you needed for your
well-1being. Is it too much to
ask that you repay their love
and attentions with a little consideration?

Clef Club
Preps For
Active ·year
by Tom Cahlll,
News Associate Editor
The sound of men's voices
united in song coming from the
Fine Arts Room each Tuesday
and Thursday nights indicate
that the Xavier University Clef
Club is ·back to work at their
old stand. Familiar faces among
the total of 65 are those .of
Franklin Bens, long time directo1-, and Henri Golembiewski, the
accompanist. About thirty former
members have returned to the
ranks, and approximately thfrty
more are attending for the first
time.

Strains of "Alma Mater Xavier" and "Xavier For Aye,"
perennial school songs, echo
through the corridors of Albers
Hall with a robust tone; as a note
of hesitancy is detected in the
melodics of "Carousel" and "The
Music Man," some of the new
selections for this year's program. This will, of course, be
remedied by the arrival of the
concert season which berins early
next semester.

This concert season promises
many surprises according to Dave
Huhn, business manager. More
traveling and- many more local
concerts as well seems to be the
Pershing Rifles At Work
situation much to the deligM of
-Photo by Sgt. J. E. Balch
the club. The details are in the
beginning of each drill session. been working constantly with
process of being ironed out by
The rest of the period was de- William E. Mountel, the Cadet
Mr.
Huhn and his assistant, Joe
voted to instruction of the fresh- Company Commander and GerAlbertz.
ard
Huber,
the
Executive
Officer,
men in the school of the soldier
President Jim · Mooney anto provide a close-knit, wellwith and without arms.
nounced
the results of last year's
organized program for the comAny freshman or upperclass- pany for the present year.
elections. In addition to Huhn
man not sufficiently awake durand Albertz the officers are:
On Thursday, Oct. 2, the initiing these early morning drills to ation program ended and the
Hugh Farrell, vice president;
comply with the commands of the entire unit was received by Lt.
There are many e;xeuses for Tim Heile, secretary-treasurer;
hoarse-voiced D.I., was addressed . Colonel Donalcl Connolly, Jr., neglecting to write. Perhaps it is Tom Cahill, publicity director;
with, "Gimme ten!," whereupon PMS&T, Major Lucius Wright, late rehearsing for a play, early and Mike Timmerman and Glenn
the sleepy-head would ground his Captain Savelle, ancl 1st Lieu- curfew because of sports train~ DeBruq, sergeant at-arms. First
weapon and began the achy tenant McCartney.
ing, or just too many activities. business to attend to was in reordeal of doing the prescribed
The formal initiation of pledges Or there is the old stand-by gard to Homecoming. Mr. De- .
number of push·ups, military into the Society - took place at excuse of not knowing what to Bruq was appointed as chairman.
style.
the Initiation Dance on Sept. 15 write about. If no time is your He and his float committee hope
excuse we can only answer find to better last year's standing by
Despite the fact that this revo- in the A"rmory.
a few extra minutes. Surely if it copping first prize money. Last
vanced Course offered 1by the was a party that you wanted to year the Clef Club won the hlost
by Bill Miller
Steve Krupa
Military Department of Xavier get to early there would be time humorous float award. Miss
On Oct. 25th and 26th the
·Commissioned
University. This program is open available-more than enough. As "Skip" Meyer, a student at the
Xavier University Band will
On Aug. 29, 1958, Mr. Stephen to selected junior class students for the other excuse, the remedy Evening College, is the candidate
sponsor a baton clinic for anyone A. Krupa, Jr., the son of Mr. and who have completed the 2 year
in grade school up to senior high. Mrs. Stephen A. Krupa, 3618 basic ROTC course or the equiva- is really rather simple. Your for Homecoming Queen.
Fr. Wheeler, S.J., newly apThere will 1be many famous Middleton Ave., Cincinnati 20, lent. The Advanced Course con- family wants to know about you
teachers of baton twirling. Ohio, and Mr. Thomas E. Burke, sists of field artillery and gen- -what you do and what you pointed to the Xavier faculty is
Among them are: Margie Brown the son of Mr. and Mrs. William eral military subjects which a1·e think. Tell them about the things the Club's moderator. Father
-feature twirler at the Univer- H. Burke, 3529 Bevis Ave., Cin- taught over a 2 year period in that you do in your spare time; comes to Cincinnati from the
sity of Cincinnati for four years; cinnati 7, Ohio, were commis- addition to the normal college the interesting little bits of ;East where he taught for some
Bonnie Heimann - our o w n sioned Second Lieutenants in curriculum. Between the junior nothing that break the monotony years. At one time he was on
champion, Mid-West Queen; Ed the United States Army-Reserve- and senior years, the students of some of your classes; that book the teaching staff of St. Xavier
Maundrll-Ohio State head drum- Artillery, in an official ceremony attend a six weeks summer camp you read last week, even if it is High School in the Queen City,
major for four years; Harold at Xavier University. Both of- at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Upon the just the latest edition of "Pea- so he is givini: Cincy another look
Fuh1·man-a past head drum- ficers have been ordered to active successful completion of the pre- nuts"; what you thought of the at him.
maj or of Xavier and Bill Miller duty in May 1959 with the United scribed course, including summer game last Saturday; even the
who is chairman, and of course States Army Air Defense School, camp and graduation from the silly stunts your roommate pulled
or about that cute girl you met
our own head drum-major.
Fort Bliss, Texas. They earned university, students receive a at the last party. These are the
This is the first baton clinic their commissions through the commission as Second LieutenAgain this year, .there will be
like this to •be held in Cincin- Reserve Officers· Training Corps ants in the United States Army things that make for interesting
and newsy letters your family dance class sessions held every
nati. The time is from 11-4 p.m. at Xavier University.
Reserve or the Regular Army.
or girl back home like to get Sunday from 4: 00 to 6: 00 .p.m. in
and Saturday evening some' of
from
you.
Frank
,
Vranicar
Logan Hall. These classes include
the twirlers will attend the footRadio Club
Why not sit down and dash off not only the regular dances such
ball game be~ween Xavier-Day- Promoted
a short one now just to surprise as jitterbug, waltz, swing and
Active
ton. The ·total cost for these two
On Aug. 30, 1958, Mr. Franklin
days is only $3. The .profit made E. Vranicar, the son of Mr. and
The Xavier University ROTC everyone? Just remember that fox trot but also the new and
'
.
Latin American
will go to the Xavier Band for Mrs. Frank E. Vranicar, 1312 Radio Club started the year off practice makes perfect. Thought- ever-popular
fulness pays off in the kind of dances like the mambo, samba,
with
a
membership
drive
during
a spring concert tour.
North Center Street, Joliet, Illitango, cha~cha and meringue.
Many things are going to be nois, was commissioned a Second the freshman orientation week. divhlends that count.
taught; for example: elbow rolls, Lieutenant in the United States The drive, keynoted by an open
Harry Rosedale, one of the
Officers Elected
arical unit drill, unit twirling Army-Reserve-Artillery, in an house on Military Night, was
better local instructors, was on
The
officers
of
the
French
and hints •or contests. A special official ceremony at Xavier Uni- participated in by all club memClub, elected to serve during the hand last Sunday to conduct the
guest may be Don Pognter.
versity. Lieutenant Vranicar has bers. The club gained 3 new school year 1958-1959, are as first class in North Hall. Most
been ordered to active duty in members, among them Joseph follows: president: Jim Vander- of the basi'c steps were covered
Sept., 1958 with the United States :M. Reynolds who owns and . haar, vice-president: Art Secor, but they will be reviewed and
Army Artillery and Missle School, operates radio station W8FVX secretary: John Gibson, and resumed next week. The general
overall reaction of the "first
Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Lieutenant located in his home at 6325 treasurer: John Reiss.
Montgomery Road, Cincinnati,
time''
students was, "It's great."
Vranicar
earned
his
commission
The first organizational meetOhio.
Next week the lessons will be
New Bookstore Hours
ing of The Athenaeum was through the Reserve Officers
given in the Cash Room at the
The ROTC Radio Club sponNEW BOOK STORE HOURS
held Monday, Sept. 29, at 2: 00 Training Corps at Xavier Unisame time and for the same
sored the ·Musketeer Ramble
Beginning Oct. 13, 1958
p.m. in library 22. Anyone inter- versity.
dance on Sept. 26. The proceeds Monday
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. price ($1.00). Girls from all the
ested in writing was invited to Senior ROTCers
from this dance will be used to Tuesday
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. various high schools and colleges
attend. Our special need is artists
purchase equipment for the Xav- Wedn'esday 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the Cincinnati area have been
Number Seventy
again this year. M.iterial may be
Seventy students hav.e enrolled ier University rad Io station Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. invited to attend. These dance
submitted for consideration by
8:00 a.m. to C:OO p.m. classes are sponsored by the
giving it to a staff membel' or in the Reserve Officers Training WCXU and the ROTC Radio Club Friday
Corps (ROTC) first year Ad- station KN90QC.
Saturda1 1:00 a.m. to Z:OO p.m. French Club.
by leaving it at the switchboard.

Baton T,virlers
To ·I\'leet
Here

Dancing Classes
Started. Again

Atlienaeltm Wants
Writers
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- Muskie Ground Game Combines
With
Defense
To
Rout
Miami
Adlm-·PJ
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The Battle of Goalpost Down was waged by a mol> of
thoughtless bit players overacting their roles and stealing a
scene that belonged to the stars of a magnificent show.
When the curtain fell last Saturday on the Musketeers'
two hour sterling performance, the precision 22-S conquest of
the Miami University Redskins, two belligerent hordes of
unthinking undergraduates in something less than m6rtal
combat met on the Miami Stadium stage to undo the good
that hard football had achieved.
Goalpost Down is a close-cropped plot of lawn twenty
yards to either side of an innocent pair of goalposts at the
south end of Oxford's Miami Stadi.um. Durmg the four quarters of tremendous individual and team play that preceded
the Battle of the Down, not one cleat touched her grassy
apron from the ten yard line to the back edge of the end zone.
All four of the day's TDs, including the two mighty works
of terrific Jimmy Wessel, were scored at the field's opposite
end. The two first period tallies that punctured Miami ambitions just as the Milwaukee seven-run first inning in the
second game of the Series deflated 'the Yankees, were registered at the opposite end. The 15 yard gallop of Terry
Meyer's that set the final score at Xavier 22-Miami 8 and the
lone Redskin tally, Dave Girbert's one yard fourth down
plunge, were scored at the same end of the field.

• • • • •
siren sounded game's

_J;

'·

'

Not until the
end and the Mus·
keteers had humiliated the Pride of Oxford for the second
consecutive autumn, did the grass of Goalpost Down become
a battleground. Then, two armies of crew-neck sweaters and
crew-cut coiffures clashed to decide an issue that their respective football teams had just spent two hours resolving. When
the Xavier brigade needlessly stormed to the goalposts to
rend crossbar from uprights, a similar · force of red-clad
Oxfords charged to the defense of their precious pipes.
· While the followers of Xavier were thus bickering with
the Miamians over an inconsequential set of poles, they might
have been congratulating their big Blue line that contained
with ridiculous ease the swift charges of Redskin halfbacks
Williams, Scott, Moore and Girbert.
Or applauding their 164-pound scatback Jimmy Wessel
who performed in the sun-drenched stadium like he never
had before. Wessel, a grad of Ross Township High just down
the road from Oxford, ripped across left tackle for one touchdown, hauled in a Jerry Casper pass· for another, and in all
accumulated 88 yards in 15 carries for a 5.9 average.
The farm boy from Hamilton had to be great ·Saturday
to outshine his mates. Captain Art DelConte, the two centers
McGraw and Tomczak, hard-running Terry Meyer, the inevitable Russ Goings all knew some of their finest hours. But
the day was Jimmy Wessel's. He showed Harold Williams,
George Scott, Johnny Moore and Dave Girbert, the vaunted
Miami speed merchants who were supposed to give the Muskies fits, what it means to run.

by Joe Petroeelll
Sul'passing their opponents in
every phase of the game with a
tremendous team effort, Xavier's
Musketeers rose up to hand
Miami's Redskins a croshing 22-8
defeat last Saturday at Oxford.
Vicious blocking by Coach Mick
Connolly's crew enabled the Muskie backs ·to gallop 204 yards on
the ground. Defensively, they
held Miami .to a paltry 36 yards
rushing.
\Vessel, Meyer Shine
Offensively, Jim Wessel and
Terry Meyer were the big guns.
Wessel scored tw1ce and added
a two-point conversion to take
the team scoring leadership at
22 points; he totaled 88 yards in
15 carries while Meyer, who also
scored, gained 90 yards in 18
attempts.
Early In the game, on a fourth·
and goal situation, Wessel dove
over left tackle from tour yards
out for the Muskies' first tally.
Meyer's 42-yard punt return had
set the stage for the goal-line
series.
· ·
47 Yard Play
Wessel's other score came in
the second period on an overthe-shoulder catch of a Casper
aerial in which he had to outdistance the entire Indian secondary in a play covering '47
yards.
Meyer's marker caine in the
third quarter when he squirtecl
17 yards over a gaping hole at
left ·tackle with nary a hand laid
on him.
Goings Leads Blockers
Spearheading ·the ground attack

XU-UC Trophy To
Be Presented At
Annual Battle

These are the details of the
plans worked out in a joint session of the Xavier-UC student
councils.
Before the kickoff tomorrow,
a brief history of the trophy will
be given over the public address
system. At halftime, Instructions
for the presentation wlll be given.
Mayor Donald Clancy will
Tear down the goalposts? It may be a thing of custom, award the trophy itself and he
but don't the players deserve more attention than the poles? will be accompanied by the Rev.
Meyer, Casper, Wessel and the impregnable Xavier line Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president
walked the long trek from the field to the dressing room, of Xavier University, and Dr.
jubilant over their victory and proud of their achievements, Walter Langsam, president of the
while their followers swung fists under a brace of iron pipes University of Cincinnati. They
and tarnished a wonderful win. Goalpost Down? It was mis- will be assisted by Muskie captain Art DelConte and Bearcat
directed attention.
Tomorrow afternoon at Nippert .Stadium the· Musketeers captain Bob DelRosa.
The cost of the trophy has been
may give their supporters another win to tarnish. Before the
season opened, a local sports writer, who had just witnessed. split by the student councils, and,
the fall practice sessions of Dayton, UC, Miami and Xavier, in the event of a tie, each team
claimed that the Muskie first unit was the finest of the four. wlll keep the trophy for a half
Tomorrow, the Musketeers can prove that he was at least year.

* * * * •
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two-thirds correct. Tomorrow, after the victory, the Xavier
student body might for once shower the team and not the
goalposts with attention.

I.M. CAGE INFORMATION
J.M. CAGE SCHEDULE
(First Semester)
Monday: 9:30a.m.-10:30 a.m.;
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.5:30 p.m.; 6:00-9:30 p.m.
Tuesday: 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m;;
1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.; 6-9:30 p.m.
Wednesday: Same as Monday.
Thursday: 10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.;
6-9:30 p.m.
Friday: 9:30-1"0:30 a.m.; 11:30
a.m.-5:30 p.m. •
Saturday: 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. **
• On Friday nights when there
ls no eampus activity, the eage
will be open from 8 to 9 p.m.
•• Closed on Saturdays when XU
plays a home football game.
CAGE RULES
1. Students taklnr out equip·
ment must fW oat a request form

and sunender their student ID
cards while the equipment Is
being used.
2. No equipment may remain
out while the eage ls elosed.
3. The same numbered piece of
equipment taken out must be
returned. No switching of basketballs, ete. is allowed.
4. No one ls allowed on the
basketball floor alter 3:30 on
weekdays.
Available from the ease are
basketballs, footballs, b o x I n s
gloves and bass, softball bats and
balls, and handball rloves and
balls. Loeken are available on
request.
-Tom Queenan, Joe Petroeellt,
Ray Normlle, Bud Dalley-Case
Manasen.

Diisablon High

With 594 Series

was Russ Goings, who pulled out
of his guard slot to lead the
blocking on the end sweeps for
good yardage.
Defensively, Art DelConte and
Jack Paris topped the tackles
and assists eolumn, followed by
Tom McGraw, Goings and Gene
Tomczak. The defense not only
held Miami to· minus 16 yards
rushing the second hall, but also
sueeeeded consistently In putting
the rush on the passer. Staggering losses by Redskin quarterbacks who had to eat the ball

aeeounted for mueh of the yardage lost In the seeond hall.
Miami's lone touchdown took
four plays to accomplish a threeyard gain as the Big Blue put on
a staunch exhibition of goal line
defense.
Penalties Few
Despite the rough line play,
penalties were few and far between in the hard-fought contest.
The Muskies also gained the
victory in, every phase of the
statistics as they . raised their
season slate to 2-2.

Connolly Explains Offense
LE"FT MALFBACK SW££P OF Rl,HT END
("OPEN• OfFENSE FtilHATION)

Quarterback pitches back to the left halfback, who follows his
blockers (the right half and fullback) around ri&"ht end.
•
by Hap O'Danlel, XU News Asst. Sports Editor

Xavier's offense, its seeming futility in the first two
games, and its sudQ.en rise to prominence in the Miami game
and .the second half of the Quantico game, have been the topic
of much discussion. The News interviewed Coach "Mick"
Connolly last week in order to give our readers a look at the
Muskies' offense.

Connolly described the offense
as a "grab-bag," meaning that
the offensive· formation" depends
upon several factors, such as the
defense, the ability of the defensive personnel, and the ability
of XU's own personnel to run
that type of offense.
Multiple Offense
The Musketeers have several
offensive formations which work
off their basic offense, the straight
T. 'l'hese are the opposite, wing,
slot, man-in-motion and open
formations. Further explanation
follows:
In the opposite formation, one
of the halfbacks is placed on the
side opposite from , which he
usually lines up (left hb on right
side or vice versa). He may line
up either inside or outside the
end on that side, who usually
splits out from the line.
In the wing formation, one of
the halfbacks flanks outside his
own end. The slot formation has
the flanking halfback lined up
inside one of the split ends.
In the open oltense, both ends
are split wide and one of the
backs is a flanker. The backs
usually rotate flanking assignments in order to give them
equal rest and to provide decoys
and/or downfield blocking.
Passing Offense
The pass patterns also depend
mainly upon the situation (down,
time to go, and yardage needed)
and upon the defense. The passing game is kept mobile, using
basic patterns off which individ·
ual adjustments can be made.
Xavier, as a rule, does not

"-throw the lanes," having a receiver in each of three passing
areas or "lanes" on every_ pass.
Instead, ·the receivers have individual routes or patterns to follow; After experimentation early
in a game, all but the pass pat- ;
terns which will consistently ·
succeed are eliminated from that
day's offense.
Running Game
The running offense consists
mainly of three basic series-the
dive, the quick, and the sweep.
In the dive series, the ball carrier runs straight ahead over a
hole. In the sweep series, the carrier runs wide around one of the
ends. The quick series sends the
carrier ·through a hole on the
side opposite his position.

MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK

Dan Tehan's Sports Club at
Reading Road and Summit Avenue will 1be "home base" for all
Xavier University keglers this
year, Bowling League prexy Jim
Miller announced.
At present, ten four-man teams
make up the league, which rolls
Jim Wessel
on Monday afternoons. Many
Students will be admitted to
Miami
Game
more 1bowlers are needed to fill tomorrow's Xavier-UC same on
ou.t the ·teams. Those interested their athletle pass eards and at
In 15 rushln1 attempts last
should contact Miller in· Room no charge. Admission wlll be at Saturday, 185-pound Jim Wessel
4, Brockman Hall.
Gate 11 at the open end of Nip- found holes, followed his blockers,
League activity began Monday pert Stadium. No companion tie· reversed his· field when trapped,
on this week, with Jim Dusablon kets are available.
iaked taeklen out of position,
-ataking honors for ·both high
outran defenden, and Jn all,
game and high series (actual)
Freshman basketball teyoats plied up 88 yards, or twice
with a 212-594. Other top per- wlll be1ln Monday, Oct. 20 at Miami's total. His aven1e of 5.9
formances were carded by Clay 8:30 p.m. In the Fieldhouse. Coach per earry nosed out teammate
Schnetzer (180-527), Jerry Luk- Rubers reports that there are at Terry Meyer's even 5.0 and was
owitz 077-523) and Bill Camp- · least five plaeu open on the the deeidlar factor In bis selee·
bell (177-521).
•. 11-lllU 1quacl.
tlon u Musketeer of tbe Week.

BULLETIN
BOARD

1
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Footballers A!r Comments

·on QB's Lane Casper Lead·

!.0!=~~~1:}:~.,v:~~i!~:~~ !:~':! Awakened' Muskie

Gardner with six members -0f tl~e Mttsketee1· footbatl squad. The
question posed by Gardner: Why do you want to beat UC?

"Let's claw the big bad Bearcats." This familiar battle cry
will 1be echoing tomorrow afternoon throughout the section of
Nippert Stadium marked "reserved for the visiting school."
It may be expressed in many
different man n er s, but the
thoughts behind it will be the
same. Consequently, it may prove
interesting to observe how those
actually participating in the
combat down on the field will
feel about the contest.
Rivalry Intense
Captain Art DelConte - Art
sums it up something. like this:
when a freshman, coming from
Philadeiphia, he knew little of
the rivalry existing between
Xavier and Cincinnati. He went
to the game and naturally hoped
the Muskies would win, ·but no
more than he would hope to
win any other game. As time
passed Art began to realize the
intense rivalry in this annual
intra-city clash, an intensity
which he didn't 1believe was
possible. Now he wants victory
and he wants it 1bad. An additional reason for victory, Art
relates, is the fact that he intends
to make his home in Cincinnati
after graduation.
Tom McGraw-Tom says, "this
is THE big one,'~ the most impor- ·
tant single game on the sched-

ule." To this he adds the fact that
he began his college education at
UC. This would naturally increase the big center's desire for
victory.
John Silvati-John answers the
query this way: he is a native of
Cincinnati and knows many of
the U.C. players. This is reason
enough but he goes on to evaluate the big rivalry, adding,
"This is the one you will talk
about for the rest of your ·life."
Bearcats "Ripe"
Jerry Casper-The trigger man
of the Muskies stated "a victory
will add to the personal pride of
the school."
Faust Coyle-Doc relates the
fact that it is his last time
around, being a senior. "It's the
one to win over all of 'em."
Russ Goings-All Russ eould
say was, "The Bearcats are· ripe
for the picking."
And in that one sentence Russ
Goings summarizes · the feeling
and thoughts of the entre team.
These feelings and thoughts do
not have to 'be expressed. In
most cases they were not. But
when one talks to them about
the subject at hand he can almost
sense that the twinkle in their
eye can only mean that the guys
are filled with a determination
and confidence that will make ·
Saturday, Oct. 11 their's.

Offense

by Tom Kall

The Musketeers of Xavier have been blessed with not
one, but two, very capable quarterbacks: Ralph Lane and
Jerry Casper are now in their second season of sharing quarterback duties for the Xavier team.
Both seniors are excellent passers and good ball handlers. Their
combined efforts have led Xavier across the goal line six times
in the last two games.
Army Veteran
Lane, the older of the two
players at 26, has been nicknamed "Pappy" by his Xavier
teammates. An army veteran, he
was stationed during his service
tenure at Fort Jackson, South
Carolina.
Before coming to Xavier, Ralph

Jerry Casper

X-UC GAME
attended college at the Univer(Continued- from Page 1)
sity or Kentucky and at UC.
dropped California in their open- While a freshman at the Univering game), own a 1-1-1 record. sity of Cincinnati, be played varThis is the same tally that UC sity football against Xavier coach
had in '57 entering the Muskie- George Gilmartin, then a quarBearcat battle. ·
terback with the Muskies. Xav"As I see it," claims Connolly, ier defeated UC that year 26-0.
"the sparkplug of the Cincinnati
West Hi Grad
attack has to be their fine quarRalph is a local boy, having
terback Jackie Lee. He hurts you graduated from Cincinnati Westrunning and passing." Assisting ern Hills. There he played footthe General in the 'Cat backfield ball, basketball, and track and
will be Joe Morrison and Ed captained Maroon football and
Kovac at the halves and ·either .basketball squads.
Walt Gordon or Bob DelRosa at
Ralph is married and lives in.
fullback.
Cincinnati. He is working for a
lf all are well the Bearcat line degree in Education and wants
will consist of ends Jim Leo and
Dave Canary, tackles Ed Denk and center Clarence Roessler.
and Jim Nelsen, guards John Injury-ip 1 ague d linemen Leo,
Giannandria and Max Messner Messner and Roessler may be
1958 XAVIER UNIVERSITY FRESHMAN FOOTBALL ROSTER
Hometown - High School
Age
Wgt.
Hgt.
Player
Pos.
Cincinnati,
O., Roger Bacon
18
190
6-1
Ed Armbruster .............................................. · T
Buffalo, N.Y., Riverside
17
201
6-0
Reg Banas ........................................................ QB
Lorain, O., St. Mary
19
190
5-10
Bill Banning .................................................. G
Youngstown, 0., Ursuline
18
191
5-10
Ron Benson ...................................................... FB
Cincinnati, O., Walnut Hills
.. 5-7
18
167
Larry Cox ........................................................ BB
Owensboro, Ky., Catholic
17
186
5-10
Tom Clark ....................................................... FB
Cincinnati, O., Hughes
19
207
6-2
Bill Daniels ...................................................... FB
Chieago, Ill., Ignatius
18
193
5-10
Larry Foley .................................................... FB
Elsmere, Ky., Lloyd High
22
172
5-7
Irv Etier .......................................................... QB
Cincinnati, 0., Roger Bacon
19
168
5-10
Jim Geacan ..................................................... JIB
Florence, S.C., Wilson
19
162
5-9
Jerry Hanlin ................................................... BB
Cincinnati, o., Central
23
181
6-0
Mel Hibbett .................................................... E
Syracuse, N.Y., Nottingham
18
222
6-1
Mike Humphrey .................... :....................... T
Akron,
O., St. Vincent's
18
191
6-2
Mike Hunter .................................................... E
Hamilton, O., Public
18
164
5-9
Jerry Johnson ................................................ BB
Canton, O., Catholic
18
184
6-0
Mark Kracker .......... :..................................... G
stubenville, Catholic
18
195
5-9
Steve Lamantia ............................................ G
Chicago, Loyola
18
222
6-2
Jim Lennell .................................................... T .
St. Louis, Mo., Vashor
21
166
5-7
Bill Minnis ...................................................... HB
Englewood, N.J., St. Cecilla
19
184
6-0
Pete Natale ..........................:....................·..... BB
Erie, Pa., Cathedral
18
205
5-10
John Nelson .................................................... G
Cincinnati, St. Xavier
18
206
6-1
Warren North ................................................ T
Crucible, Pa., Cumberland
18
173
5-9
Harry Nopwa11key ........................................ BB
l!)
Wash., D.C., Gonzaga
187
6-0
Jim O'Donnell ................................................ E
Lynn, Mass., St. Mary
18
166
5-10
John Panneton ................................................ QB
Latrobe, Pa., St. Vincent
17
190
5-11
Dick Poll ........................................................ G
Winchester, Mass., High
22
2Zl
6-1
John Riordan .................................................. C
Creighton, Pa., Frazer
17
250
6-0
Rich Sabow .................................................... T
Springdale, Pa., Public
17
207
6-1
Chris Smalara ................................................ T
· Cutler Ridge, Fla., St. Tber.
17
174
6-0
Allen Smith .................................................... E
Lynn, Mass., St. Mary
17
189
6-0
Tom Sullivan .................................................. C
Erle, Pa., Cathedral
18
192
6-0
Tom Walldewiez ............................. ,.............. E
Maplewood, N.J., Columbia
19
180
5-11
Johll Williams ................................................ KB
E. Chicago, Ind., Roosevelt
17
190
6-0
Ron Serbon .................................................... E
Windsor, Ont., .Assumption
18
203
6-1
Mike Munay .................................................. G
READ l'BE8BMAN COACH: Ed Biles, Miami '53
Freabmala. Line Coach: Bon Willlams, Xavier '53

------------replaced by Tom Pacl, Charlie
Black and Ben Blascovitch.
to teach physical education and
history while coaching football
here in the city.
Holds Passing Record
Jerry Casper is an out-of-town
product. He attended college at
Niagara .Falls, New York High
School. There he won eight letters and was a football· and baseball star. He captained the baseball team and holds the . prep
passing record-most TD passes
in two seasons (22).
Jerry played the most minutes
of the Xavier quarterbacks last
year and completed. 43 out of 96
pass attempts, good for 729 yards.
The biggest play of his college
career beat Kent State in 1957.
It was a daring 98 yard pass play
to Jim Wessel, the longest play
from scrimmage in college football last sea'son. •
Jerry· is majoring in Political
Science and minoring in Education. He wants to teach math and
coach either football or baseball
after graduation. .
Offense Awakens
Lane and Casper are hard
workers. Now it seems they
finally have gotten the Xavier
offense moving. In the last two
games their passing has sparked
the Muskies to six touchdowns.
Moreover, their hard tackling
on defense helps to supplement
the fierce Xavier line, making
Xa~ier's defense one .to be feared
by opponents. Ralph's excellent
punting has likewise been instru. mental in Xavier's successes.

Ralph Lane
FROSH FOOTBALL
Xavier University's freshman
footballers open their 1958 season
at home Thursday, Oct. 16 against
Dayton. It is an 8:00 p.m. fray.

B1umrin1'1
Pharmacy
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier University

3618 Montgomery Road

MEirose 1-3701

CHICO'S

I

·ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
363! MONTGOMERY BD.
Z Minutes From :X.vler
· <One Block South of Dana)

n:rrerson

1-9181

my dear Watson! From the happy look
on your physiog, from the cheerful lift
you seem to be enjoying, I deduce
you are imbibing Coca-Cola. No mystery
about why Coke is the world's favorite
••• such taste, such sparkle!Yes, my
favorite caae la always a case of Coke!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

:j
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Council Submits FiscQl Report;
Bookstore To Open At B:OOa.m.

STAGELIGHTS

Xavier University has received
a grant of $3,025.00 from the
North Hall again was the scene of the action of the third Petroleum Research Fund of the
meeting of Student Council on Monday, Oct. 6, 1958. The American Chemical Society. The
project covered by the grant
agenda opened swiftly with a prayer, roll call, and the reading involved the synthesis of a series
of the minutes of last week's session by Bob Mallardi.
heterocyclic compounds and subKen Schneider told Council
sequent
determination of their
that a project was being planned sincerely thanking her for her heats of combustion. The project
consideration,
A
committee
of
for the sophomore and junior
directors are Dr. Robert Johnclasses as a mark of distinction. four: chairman, Moroney, Haas, son and Dr. Harvey DU'be. The
The' respective jobs were laid Risden, and O'Donnell was set undergvaduate student working
into the capable hands of Andy up to take positive steps regard- on the project is James 0. Grote.
ing studenit conduct at the upOdoardi and Tom Frank!
coming U.C. football game SatEd Schmidt gave an Itemized urday. Without any further !busfiscal report, e:Jttendinr from iness to discuss, a short session
July 1, 1958 to the present time. of Council was adjourned.
Dr. Mark Mahowald, assistant
Council has profited some $1253
professor of mathematics, gave a
so far this year, but it is still in
paper, On Discontirmous Funcdebt around $1655.
E~tended tions, at the summer meeting oI"
A report on the National Fedthe American Mathematical SoThe deadline for submitting ciety which was held on the cameraition of Catholic College Students in San Francisco this sum- float plans has been extended to pus of the Massachusetts Instimer was given by Steve Kroger. ·today, Friday, Oct. 10.
tute of Technology in Boston,
The topic covered was "Catholic
August 26-28. ·
Student as a Positive Force in
Education." Its emphasis· this
year would be placed on our
relation with Latin America.
The Friday night Pep Rally
Dance was summarized. The
, Band Dance report was held off.
George Haas has submitted the
The tremendous value o~ milk as a natural
Military Ball budget to the
Treasurer's Committee to handle;
energy restoring food makes it an essential
his final' report on the bookstore
situation states that Mrs. Drach
in every student's diet.
will open at 8: 00 a.m. every
morning for students' convenience.
·, There was little old ,business
to settle except the final report
·656 East McMillan
on "Musketeer Ramble" dance
WOodburn 1-2474 ·
sPOnsored by ·the Radio Club.
Under new business was proposed a letter to Mrs. Drach
-;=r=r=r=r=r=r= r= er= e= r= r=e
·. bJ Bob Simpson

bJ Stafford P. Moone1

The deficiency of first-class
writers has constantly plagued
the movie Industry. Even today,
with productions running into the
million dollar brackets, the scripts
have been sorrowfully neglected
in comparison to a show's other
elements. Whether the moviegoer is fully aware of this fact
isn't completely evident when
such creations as the Vikings and
The Ten Commandments, 'both
intelligible scripts, have become
:box-office triumphs. The watchword of .the producers must be,
"What the public doesn't know
or realize, it doesn't want." A
sound argument.
Of late, some of the more talented writers, or at least writers
striving in that direction, have
been presenting their efforts in
an off-Broadway manner via the
low budget film. (A low budget
film today is one that costs less
than one million <}ollars to produce.) One of the most successful of these writers has been
Paddy Chayefsky whose latest
work The Goddess is ·now being
viewed at the Hyde Park Theater. Chayefsky's purpose, to
damn the contemporary notion
of success, ·though sometimes
obscured finally breaks through
the clouds of exacting details
and casts its rays of insincerity
upon the audience.
The Goddess is presented in a
three part portrait of a woman's
life. The goddess, Emily Faulkner, is shown as a product of the
thirties, unwanted and unloved.

University Given
P.Ji.F. Grant

Emily sought the attention of
every boy in town, on either
side of the tracks. Her reputation was far from good, but as
Emily said, "How could · I get
the boys to like me?" By chance
Emily happened to · befriend
. John Tower, son of a famous
movie star. John now reduced to
a druken ·bum was seeking love
and understanding. Emily was
seeking success. They were married, after which John went to
war leaving Emily and a ·baby.
This wasn't the life for Emily
and she lost no time in going to
Hollywood, leaving her child
with her mother, who was now
a religious fanatic. She changed
her name to Rita Shawn and
married an ex-fighter. When this
source of advancement had been
milked, she exchanged him for
her "career." Then follows a
n e r v o u s breakdown, drinking
bouts, her mother's death, and a
realization that unless the goddess Success is offered its sacrifice it will reap its v..engeance.
Kim Stanley, as Emily, works
very hard in convincing the
audience that the many "Our Gal
Sundays" - are just that way.
Kim's part wasn't an easy one,
especially when she was portraying a teenager. Betty Holland as
Emily's mother, Steve Hill as
John Tower, and Lloyd Bridges
as the fighter, were all competent
in their supporting roles.
For a view of distorted life as
painted by Chayefsky, the Hyde
Park is the place.

Matli D_ept.

Date

Too Important To Forget-

H. ·MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.

,_

THEY. SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE - BUT TODAYS L&M GIVES YOU·
Puff
by
puff
A hundred points in a
basketball game by one
player! They said it
couldn't be done. But in
1953, 6'9" Clarence (Bevo)
Francis, of Ohio's tiny
Rio Grande College, rewrote the record books
with his phenomenal
scoring feats, includi~g a
116-point spree in a single
game. Bevo's season total: 1,954 points.

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERI
Change to l!'M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's I!M combines these two essentials
of modem smoking enjoyment-less tars and more taste-i.n one great cigarette.

'.

'

I·

I

I

I
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_The Night Side.of The News
Atomic Physics

Wanted For Children:
Love and . Understanding

Taught Over

WLW-T

by Donald F. Kramer

Practically all of us are capable of love and understanding.
These powers were given to us
in various degrees of abundance,
and ·they didn't cost us a cent.
Now notice I said "in abundance." Since these powers are
given us by God without reserve,
can't we extend them to others,
especially to children who need
and deserve it the most? ·
I beard a gentleman comment
the other day, "There are more
dogs and kids aro11nd here than
there are people." He was new
in Cincinnati, so perhaps we can
write off this ·comment. Or can
we? Can we in all honesty do
that without having some uneasy
feeling about it ourselves? I
can't. "More dogs and kids than
people!" How i wish I could take
back every unkind and Impatient
word and deed said and done to
these· little ones. ·
We go along day af.ter day in
the hubbub of daily activities
wrapped up in our own litUe
circle of duties and interests
which have ,their centers in ourselves.
Heaven knows how impressionable these ehildren are. Experiencing unkindness day after
day, soon the once innocent and
carefree child has grown into a
b i t t e r disillusioned ·teenager
ready t9, reject anything any
adult may say· because he feels
that no one cares in tihe first place
and so why should he try to be
nice?
1
I said the child .would be "disillusioned" as a teenager. I don't
know if that· word is appropriate
or not because I think the feelings he has are justified in most

cases. To prove this, just picture
yourself as a child between the
ages of three and five or seven
years old, living let's ·say somewhere in the 1100 or 1200 block
on Bl"Oadway in this city. You
and your family (mother, father,
and three children) live in a two
room apartment in a building
housing fifteen or twenty other
families .. The filth and stench
around you, the rats and roaches
(plenty of both), stinking beds,
filth on the floor-all these
physic a 1 circumstances don't
bother you too much because you
are so young and you really
don't know any better. The things
that affect you the most, though
you are unaware of it at the
time, are the family arguments,
the drunken father, the lazy
mother, and the dog-eat-dog
attitude of those around you.
They all have an accumulative
effect that will erupt later in
the form of rebellion against the
world around you, . and yet you
will probably become part of
that which you have rebelled
against.
!!'his example seems rather
extreme, I suppose; but there are
many such living examples in
various parts of the city. Visit
east Twelfth Street from Reading
Road to Main Street; east Thirteenth from the same; Broadway
between 1100 to 1300; and Spring
Street.
Any'Way the things that are
affecting the child more deeply
are the lack of love and understanding in his upbringing.
It ls true that the general en·
vironment the child lives in bas
'(Continued on Page 8)

by Mary Ann Martin
T h e Atomic Age Physics
Course scheduled for viewing
over WLW-T from bet. 6 to
June 5 is nationally broadcasted
Monday thru Friday from 6:30
to 7: 00 ~.m. Dr. Harvey E.
White, Professor and Vice-Chairman of the Department of Physics of the University of California, Berkeley, is instructing.
Science Requirements
Night school students planning
to get a degree may satisfy their
science requirement in one year
by attending both semesters. The
. course consists of four credit
hours a semester at $10 per credit
hour. Graduate students attending the second semester of this
· course may receive credit In
Education.
.
Lec.tures Vary
A different lecture on a different subject ii; offered every
morning. Major subjects treated
in the First' Semester will be
"Kinema·tdcs," "Light," "Dynamics," Electricity," and "Magnetism." The Second Semester will
highlight "Atomic Physics" and
"Nuclear Physics." After each
lecture there will be an assignment ·given.
Student Sessions
Beginning Oct.· 13, John. B.
Hart, · Ass·t. Professor of Physics
at Xavier will conduct the stu· dent sessions oh Monday, 6: 40 to
8: 20 p.m. on the Evanston Campus. In this class, Mr. Hart will
collect daily assignments and
test the students on the subject
matter of lectures.
Registration may yet be made
at the Everung College, 520
Sycamore Street.
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Evening College Editorial
THE ULTIMATE WEAPON
Inside the hulk of a concrete and steel bunker, serious
men watched the myriads of blinking lights before them.
These lights were the control board of the mammoth electronic system used to launch the leviathanic rcjckets that
probe the sea of space. Resembling a spark from Vulcan's
forge, the needle finger of death rose into space only to fall
back and blast a segment of terra into the cosmos.
On a smaller scale, several men set up a five-foot tube
and plugged the end with an atomic warhead. Though small
enough· to be carried by one man, the blunt-nosed warhead
exceeded the power of many W.W.11 "block-busters." Though
having created the ICBM and the atomic bazooka, similar
men, all over the earth, hastened to perfect the ultimate
weapon.
·
Let these men rush headlong into the cosmic unknown;
we have had the ultimate weapon for centuries. It is so small
that it fits in your pocket; however, it is more powerful than
all the explosives the world has ever known. In a few minutes
the simplest man can set it off; it is so potent that it can and
wiJI conquer the world.
·
.What is this super-weapon of which I speak? It is the
Rosary. We have Mary's own promise that it can and will
conquer the most dangerous menace the world has yet seen:
communism. All over the world, persons hold the suspended
Cross in their hands and repeat the ageless prayers offered
to the Divine Son that He may effect the conversion of the
darkened earth. This weapon works anytime or anyplace. Not
a day goes by that history does not in some small way witness
the benefits of the Ro~ary. Take up this ultimate weapon
against the forces of darkness and evil; unleash its tremendous
power of love. Hurry! Now is the time to set up batteries of
Rosaries for the peace of the world. Through all the pyrotechnic wizardry there stands out that which is more powerful,
the Rosary of Mary, Virgin Mother of God. God willing, our
prayers will be answered.

XILES Need Manpower
For Homecoming Float
.

.

by Maryhelen Cannon

Special meetings were held on Friday, Oct. 3, and Wednesday, O~t. 8, to set the course for future events of the
XILES. At the Friday meeting, plans were drawn up for the
XILES' contribution to the Homecoming Parade. There is
only one thing needed now for this project-needed desperately-that is MANPOWER.
If there are any fellows who
would be interested in giving us
a hand in putting the float together, come t~ the Evening ColJege Gym any night after 7:00
p.m., beginning Friday, Oct. 10.
Supplies will be on hand so we
I

can buckle down to work.
·
The Wednesday meeting was
held to discuss the Square Dance
sponsored by the XILES at the
Evening .College on Nov. 8.
Nick Schneider bas been ap ..
pointed chairman of the float
building committee.

Do J6u Think for Yourself ?r w:It~:l=:~u1~J
·~''"

Do you often dislike doing favors for
. others, even though you tell yourself
you enjoy it?

Do you-refuse to-wony-about things·
you can't do anything about?

YIESD NOD

.·Yl!sO NoD

Can you compete with another person YES
without feeling hostile?

Do you ever say things you don't
believe, just to start a discussion?

o

NOD

v••DNoD

\

Would you be completely at ease if
you found yourself suddenly in the
spotlight at a social gathering?

YE•DNoO

Would you vote for establishing an.
international language other
than English?

YIESDNOD

When you're very hungry, do you like YES
to try out strange foods?

Do you enjoy being called upon as an
umpire to settle disputes?

The Man Who Thinf<s·for Himsell.,·<'.'··
...

Knows~.•

Familiar
pack or

cru1h·
proof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A
THINKING MAN'S FILTER •••
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI

Now answer this one: Do you really tliink about
the filter cigarette you choose? YES~. NOif your answer is "Yes"••• well, you're the kind
of person who thinks for himself. You can b.e
depended on to use judgment in everything you do.
The fact is, men and women who really think for
themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know for a fact that
only.VICEROY-no other cigarette-has a

l11inkinu man's jilter and a smoking man's taste.
'If' YOU HAVE AN8W•ftBD '£!!TO e Of'
THESI! QUESTIONS, YOU ARI! A PERSON
WHO THINKS f'OR HIM8EL;f' I·
e1to1,111u~AWllllU11C10~<>M

·.···'"•

YES

o o
NO

0

NOD
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EC News
(Continued from Page 7)
a definite effect on him, but not
near as effective as the love and
und.-Standing he receives or is
denied during his early years.
This denial is present in all
social classes.
Since mothers and fathers are
denying their children this love
and understand·ing, won't you
please give some of it to them
with kind words and deeds so
that our society as a whole may
excuse itself for the troubles our
young men and women sometimes find themselves jn?

Band Presentations Require Long
Hou1·s. Of P1·actice. And Planning
by Frank Huelefeld

Saturday the XU Band will take the field for its annual
show at UC. With 30,000 people watcl:iing, the show has got
to click. The band gets ready for that show in just eight hours
of marching and rehearsing.

But the initial preparation for
that ten minute display was
done months ago. Preparing a
band show such as the one at
UC game last year is a tremendous job. There were 225 people
in that show, consisting of _volunteers from the Military Department and members Of the
Ed. Note: Mr. Kramer is a band. To transport this many
patrolman for the Cincinnati people to the UC stadium re·
Police Department. Perhaps tli-is quired five ·busses and four
policemen on motorcycles. The
is an explanation for his vivid
props filled one truck and three
explanation anc~ exhortation.
cars.
r
•
Besides the Military and Band,
two other. departments cooperated
in that show. The first was Pub·
lie Relations. It was one of their
3616 Montgome1'7 Road
agents who obtained the 50 his·
EVANSTON
torical and the 100 American
One Block South of Dana
flags used in the show. The secA Few Blockl North
ond was the Maintenance Department. They constructed the extra
Of The Dol'llll
props for the show and built a
Bachelor Service
platform high in the UC stadium
Fluff 01'7 Bundle1
for
movie cameras.
4 BOUR SERVICE
Six photographers from Brand
Studios donated their time, services, and use of three sound

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY

~a~v~~ cameras to photograph the
Months in advance of the show
and rehearsals, Mr. Maringer
had to prepare the formations,
select the music, get permission
from the publishers to use it,
and print the music for each
section. The show required 1000
pieces of music.
When all these arrangements
were completed, a final check
was run to · assure the clarity
and presentability of the show.
Only then could rehearsals begin.
Uniforms were cleaned and
pressed, and instruments were
polished. Half-time announcements were written. Endless
details were attended to.
The UC ga1ne weekend is a big
one for the band. On Saturday,
there is the game with its pregame aml half-time shows. On
Sunday, there is the Holy Name
Parade and Benediction at· Crosley Field. When it's all over, the
bancl goes back and prepares for
next week's show.

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience

-

MUFFLERS
INSTALLED FREE
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

l\IUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd .. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
"World's Fjrst Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

..········..··

~················

FOi' Meal• at Home •..
FOi' lunches at Wor~ or Scbool .••

___ j4._&., ___
HOMOGENIZED MILK

QUALITY

v

OIEKD

IQ CREAM

(with Vitamin D)

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry'
1·8880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

'jf14,,J.~I
~- .. I

IEl1ll DA11Y PIODUC1S IN2 , . .

"lt-'8 noawwe to uee

th•,_,,..

Chili & Spaghetti,
With Beans, Cheese and Onions
Coney Islands - 2 for 25¢

NEW
ENGLAND

ENGLISH: hatchery for baby skunks

ENGLISH: man who smokes
two different brands of cigarettes
Obviously, this poor fellow hasn't heard
about Luckies. Why? Elementary.
Any man who smokes the genuine
article wouldn't touch another
brand , with a ten-foot cigarette
holder. With Luckies, you get the
honest taste of fine tobacco. Why
settle for less? (The man in question is a Cigamist. Don't let this
happen to you!)
THINKLISH TRANSLATION:

HAT
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

§ 118 East Sixth Street §

i

Cincinnati, Ohio

i

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 J'ine St.
PArkwa11·7M5

ENGLISH: false hair-do
for teen-age girls

SPEAK THINKLISHI Put In• good word and MAKE •211
Here's the easiest way yet to make money! Just put two
words together to form a new one. Example: slob+lobster==
SL?BSTER. (English trans: shellfish with bad manners.)
~e II pay $25each for the ~undreds of Thinklish words
Judged b~st-;--and we llfe~turemanyinourcollegeads.Send
your Thinkbsh words (with translations) to Lucky Strike
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your name addre&e'
college or university, and class.
'
•
1

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

ltodud of~~~-·~;,°"' llliddll ...,·
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Accountants Sponsor
Manuscript Contest
The Cincinnati Chapter, National Association of Accountants,
is sponsoring a manuscript :writing contest, which is open to
undergraduates and graduate
school. A $25.00 cash prize is
offered for the best manuscript
with a 15.00 second prize, $10.00
third prize and certificates of
merit ·being offered to all other
writers.
Put your thoughts in writing
and ibecome an author. You'll
enjoy it.
Each y!'!a·r the N.A.A. Bulletin,
a monthly publication distributed
to members of the National
Association of Accountants
throughout the United States and
o'ther countries, publishes approximately 1 0 0 manuscripts.
Yours may be one of those
chosen for such publication.
JUST DO THIS:
1. Write on an subject ofWorking interest to the accountant in industry. This includes
case studies and general articles
on theory, procedures, and practical bases of industrial or financial accounting, the education and training of industrial
accountants, and -the economic
and industrial setting· as related
to roles which accounting does
or can play. Your paper can be
on 1budgeting, pay-roll procedures, accounting effects of in-

flation, distribution cost analysis,
"lifo", direct c·osting, clerical
direct costing, clerical cost control, the basis of equipment replacement policy, or government
economic controls. Or you can
write on some allied topic such
as wage administration, pension
plans, statistical methods, time
study, productivity measurement,
work simplification, or production planning.

X.U.K.C.. Opens New
Home
·

Members Redecorate Manor
by Fran McMannus
Knights Manor, a three story,
dark brick mansion located at

KC's, carrying out the Xavier
motto, "One for all and all for
one," are working hard together

2. Choose the topic 'vhich
particularly interests you and
derive a great deal of satisfaction
out of expressing your views.
3. Be sure that your manuscript
consists of two thousand words
or more.
4. Try to have your manuscript
in typewritten form and double
spaced.
5. Attach to your manuscript a
short bio5raphical outline of
yourself.

REMEMBER:
This manuscr1pt writing contest ends March 31, 1959. Mail or
deliver your manuscript on or
before March 31, 1959 to either
of t h e following: Professor
George Selzer, Department of
Accounting, Xavier University,
Cincinnati, Ohio or Wells C.
Turner, 661 Blackburn Avenue,
Hamilton, Ohio.

L. to R. Hartman, Farrell, Weidenfeller stand in front of Knight l\fano1·.
One young Rembrandt has
3881 Reading Road, became a to turn their new home into a
·
even
painted a mural upon a
new home-away-from-home to fashionable, very well kept reswashroom
wall.
twenty-one Xavier Knights of idence. Every Saturday they
Grand Knight Hug Farrell
Columbus this autumn. The rise early and spend the day explains that the KC's want to
live as "educated, Catholic gentlemen." Other steps besides the
decoration of the building have
been staken toward ·this goal.
Sport coats and ties are worn to
meals; roams are kept as neatly
as possible; quietness and consideration of ·those studying is
stressed; and the rosary is said
every night.
The Knights also feel that they
are receiving invaluable experience from their adventures in
home-making. Most of them
have had little experience in
running a home, yet now .they
are all pitching in with their
own little italent, sweat, and
elbow grease to make the Manor
a home o.f which to be proud.
One member who had jus·t finished peeling potatoes for the
very first time even went so far
as to claim ithat he felt like a
student in a new course at Xavier......;Marriage III.
The Knights of Columbus are
proud of their new home, but
they are even prouder of the
spirit and :willingness of every
member to do his share of the
work. They know that they are
proving them·selves "educated,
Catholic gentlemen."

•

lt8 whatS
YP- front
that counts

ARCHITEC1,
PREPARES
DRAWINGS

WINSJDN TASIES GOOD
•

1.1KEACIGARErrEsH0111.01

•

Architect Albert V. Walters is
now preparing p r e I i m i n a r y
sketches of the new classroom
building, Father Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., executive vice-president has announced. The first
drawings of the building are
expected to •be ready sometime
next month. The exact site of
·the next building has not as yet
been determined but will be in
the vicinity of the Logan Chemistry Building. Its placement will
take into account location of
other planned buildings such as
the Student Union. Construction
of the new classroom building
will probably get underway
•sometime during February or
March of 1959, Father Nieporte

said .
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under, written permission from
his parents is required. Interested
students should begin the series
of three shots immediately, so
that the entire series can be
completed before the beginning
of the summer vacation. Those
who have already begun the
series elsewhere can complete
their shots here. The- Student
Health Office is open Monday
through Friday from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:09 p.m.

Dusablon Cops Lead
For First Masque Play
by Tony Schmitt

,,.I

Chicago's Jim Dusablon has. captured th~ leading r~le i;i
the Masque Society's forthcoming product.ion of Mollere s
"The Miser" slated for Oct. 30, 31 and Nov. 1 and 2. "Duce," a
chemistry major in his second ye~r of graduate. school, is no
stranger to the Xavier stage, havmg appeared m more than
fifteen shows.
As the miser, he will porfray
the avaricious old codger, Harpagon, who while guarding his
riches with his blood, is made
everyone's fool.
Elise, the miser's daughter,
will be played by Mary Ann
Martin, a veteran of last year's
"Lucky ·For Me." Brian Bremner,
vice-president of the Masque
Society, has the role of the
miser's son, Cleante. Jerry Simon
returns to haunt the theatre
world after his success as Petruchio in last season's "Shrew."
Jerry will do Walere, Elise's
lover. Two talented newcomers,
Cris Kunz and Sheila Sexton,

Let's Argue
(Continued from Page 2)

have the roles of Frosine and
Marianne respectively.
Others in the cast include:
Master Jacques, Dick Vanek; La
Fleche, Ralph Schroeder; Master
Simon, Dom Bernardi; Magistrate, "Dixie" McBrayer; Mistress
Claude, Lqis Ertel; Brendavoine,
Mary Jo F·aust; La Merluche,
Mary Helen Cannon; M. Anselm,
Tom Eckstein.
Mr. Kvapll remarked that as
always there ls a tremendous
need for technical people. While
Dom Bernardi is production manager and Rosemary Benner Is
assistant director, many others
are needed to help in various
capacities. Anyone interested
might drop in at South Hall any
evening of the week, for the
Masquers will rehearse every
night from now until Oct. 30.

,
.

Jazz Club
Prom.ises 'Cool'
Progran1
The Jazz Club, which is·bringing the Four Freshmen to Xavier
on Oct. 16, is orie of the newest
student organizations on campus.
Founded last spring, the membership has doubled from the
original fifteen. At the present
time, the members are busily
engaged in final preparations for
their concert and the other Homecoming festivities.
The club was the brainchild of
three senioJ:'.s-Dick Fox, president; Mike Rothacker, Dan Bender and John Logsdon. President
Fox has announced a full schedule of activities for the school
year which includes another bigname concert in the spring, establishment of a record library for
members, a once-weekly radio
show on the campus station (and
possibly on a loca1 FM outlet),

the formation of a student jazz
combo, purchase of additional
audio equipment for the school,
and special discount ratio on jazz
albums for members.
·
The Jazz Club is affiliated with
the Duke Ellington Ja~z Society,
a world-wide organization dedicated to the support of the Ellington orchestra. Among the many
prominent members of this society are Louis Armstrong, Count
Basie, King Cole, and George
Shearing.
A membership drive is now in
progress, with special emphasis
on seeking new members wno
possess musical ability, so a
combo can be formed .. Meetings
are held about every other week
and usually feature a speaker
'who is a jazz authority.
Dale Stevens, amusement editor of the Post-Times-Star, and
Dick Pike, disc jockey from
WNOP, are scheduled as speakers
in the near future. Notice of the
next meeting of the Jazz Club
will be posted on the Science
Hall bulletin board in a few
days; a large turnout of new
members is expected.

Dorm
Council
Doings

their own hook? But what is this
government in Europe.' :In view
of this, I hope you won't scream
and stamp your feet if I quesby Jerry Martin,
tion your distinction between
News Associate Editor
Polio vaccine shots are availthis and that arm of the society, able for all students at the StuWell in the spirit of Patrick
and who did what?
dent Health Office, Elet Annex,
Henry and Susan Br~wnell An"Passing lightly over the fact ·at a minimum charge of $2.00
thony (rabid woman's suffrage
most educated men in civil per shot. If the student is 20 or
advocate), ·the men of the Xavier
offices ,were trained in monastery schools, and not mentioning
the little matter of the local
on .page 135 about a pope of that
period? 'Innocent III claimed no
Open Monday· and Thursday Nights 'til 8 :30
supreme temporal authority for
the popes. It is true that he held
For All You Students Whose Daytime Hours
wide feudal power, and he exercised still wider jurisdiction
Are Taken Up w.ith Classes and Athletics
in adjudicating civil cases.' And
further down the page, we read
that 'Under Innocent III the
papacy had a political power
greater than that of any other
bishop's approval of candidates
for public office from lamp""RSITY SHOP
lighter on up, let's see if (assuming the Church was disapproving of these more rustic
punishments dealt out by 'the
SECOND FLOOlt
secular arm') there was some
disagreement on the subject.
Page 134 tells us that 'In that
period no conflicts took place
between the Church and State.'
Um. However, the next sentence
clarifies the matter, doesn't it?
IN MABLEY'S VARSITY SHOP
'Quarrels occurred rath.er between popes and princes . . . .'
Oh, here we are! Four lines
A VERY seECIAL PURCHASE!
down, we find that 'There was
no state in the modern sense.'
"Let me see if I have your
position correctly: The Inquisition was run by the Church, but
th secular arm of society, although there 1was no state in
the modern sense, dealt out the
more primitive punishments,
which the Church had nothing
to do with, except that the
papacy had greater judicial and
political .power than any other
government in Europe; now the
Church disapproved of this, despite the fact that there were
These classic crew-neck aweaters with.
no conflicts between the Church
and the non-existent State that
their wel9htless warmth are usually far
dealt out the punishments. I see.
more expensive. You'll like the way
"Would you care to advance
your "Christ-never-promised-allthey team with slacks for ·class or qame.
men - would • be - saints • and •
Charcoal qrey. red, tan, qrey. Small,
we - do • have - a - few • black •
sheep - which • we • are • sorry •
medium, larqe and extra large sizes.
about' argument?"
Quoting out of context and
unfair juxtaposition does not
explain all the difficulties here,
SPECIAL NOTE •..
as you may notice. It seems that
we are faced with the choice of
For the next football game, how about this
getting together on our stories
so that the defense for one criti"six-footer" wool scarf? Only 2.50.
cism is not incompatible with the
explanation of another. Until we
do one or the other or both, our
MABLEY'S VARSITY SHOP- 2nd FLOOR
"splendor veri" is a bit grubby
in spots, don't you think?
CAREW TOWER STORE ONLY

Vaccine Sliots
Offered

~
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100% SHETLAND

WOOL SWEATERS

5.90
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dormitories have· campaigned,
run, and have been elected or
defeated. They now enter their
political chamber, there to contend with a lengthy business
memorandum.
Matters Prominent
Initiating the list is the election
of officers, these to be chosen
from the men already elected to
Council. The business following
enters many ·areas: monthly
birthday parties-steak dinners
et al-for the men in the dorms,
at and under the auspices of the
cafeteria; sale of XU sun.visors
at football games, commencing
with the Miami game Saturday;
the pep rally dance, October 10,
prior to the UC game.
Purpose
These follow the goal and purpose for which the dorm council has been created: The furtherance of dorm student activities
and of Xavier spirit on campus.
Officers
The men elected to dorm council are: James Zerkel, Joe Jordan, David Frey, Ed Malone, Bill
Wester, Ed l\folnar, .John Reiss,
Bruce Barton, Sam McGlone,
Fran Luedtke, Dick BerganBrockman Hall; John Griffin,
Gerald Kucera, Larry Kysela,
Bill McCarty-Elet Hall; Mike
Mur1>hy-Elet Annex; Stanley
Koss and John Doering-Marion
Hall; .James Przybylinski and
Edward Montovani-Cottages.

